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Watch boxes are becoming the gift of choice in certain circles because these days, even people
who donâ€™t wear much jewelry often have a wardrobe of watches.  Watch boxes are the perfect way
to keep all the pieces of a watch wardrobe together in one place, stored in a way that will protect
them.

Watch boxes usually have a number of pillows in separated sections.  Depending on the size of the
watches, one pillow can hold one or two watches.  The smaller watch boxes usually have pillows for
six watches, which means that, if some of the watches held are womenâ€™s dress watches, a box like
this can hold between six and twelve watches comfortably.

The watches are placed around the pillows, and the pillows are then nestled snugly in
compartments.  This protects the watches from being damaged because they are secure and
cushioned against striking hard objects.  This is important not just to preserve the look of the watch,
but to prevent delicate internal mechanisms from being damaged.  Further, watch boxes keep your
watches from getting lost inside a suitcaseâ€™s pouches. 

Watch boxes make perfect gifts for almost any occasion.  Birthdays, graduations, promotions,
anniversariesâ€¦all of these are great reasons to choose watch boxes as presents.  Watch boxes can
easily reflect the personality of the recipient.  They come in an almost infinite variety â€“ from sleek and
modern to ornately-carved.  Further, they are pleasing to both sexes, since women like fine
timepieces as much as men do.

In addition to giving watch boxes for their utility, they can be given as display cases to your favorite
watch collector.  Having his or her fine watches resting in a coordinated manner on plush pillows is
a way for the collector to show off his or her acquisitions, regardless of their price or history.  The
gift of a nice watch box not only says that you had the recipientâ€™s special interest in mind, but that
you took the time to find a piece that would improve their collection by showing it off in the finest
way possible. 

The popularity of watch boxes as gifts is clearly on the rise.  Useful, beautiful, affordable, and
indicating thought on the part of the giver, they are a distinctive gift that conveys that the giver thinks
the recipient has style and taste.  And, because watch boxes are both useful and beautiful, the will
give the recipient years of pleasure.
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